
Light Tech, 
Mid Tech, 
High Tech 
and Unaided 
AAC



Unaided 
Augmentative 
Communication 
(AAC)

u gestures
u facial

expression
u body posture
u proximity
u sign language



Can you 
interact just 
using unaided 
techniques?



Aided AAC: 
Light Tech 
Systems



Examples of 
Light Tech AAC
u Big Core Word boards

u Communication books

u PODD books

u eye gaze frames

u activity boards

u object symbols

u visual schedules

u handwriting

u photo choice boards



When do 
you use 
Light Tech 
AAC?



Light Tech might be best when…

u Student needs a lighter weight system when out in the community or school 
building.

u Student is in an environment when electronics aren’t recommended (pool, 
bathroom)

u Student is engaged in a messy situation (cooking, art projects) which could 
damage the electronic device.

u Student’s team is just beginning to learn to model using the high tech system 
and needs to briefly use a paper copy of the electronic system. (not for long 
though!!)

u You are teaching a complex topic and the student may need assistance 
focusing on the subject rather than the voice output of their system (be careful 
not to limit access!)



Aided AAC: Mid Tech Devices

single-message devices recordable/digitized devices recordable/digitized devices, 
with changeable 
displays/overlays



Uses for Mid Tech 
Devices
u Engineering the classroom with voice 

output messages in key locations 
(bathroom door!)

u Providing the symbols and messages a 
student needs to engage in a particular 
lesson

u Quick social messages in a group lesson
u Adding voice output to a classroom core 

word board
u Record a book, page by page onto 

buttons of a GoTalk, so a student can 
read out loud.



Aided AAC: High 
Tech Devices
ucomputer/tablet/smartphone

ucommunication apps, such 
as AAC software that 
enables dynamic 
symbol/language 
representation
utext-to-speech features
utexting
udrawing/writing using a 
tablet

uspeech generating devices



High Tech AAC Systems we use:

AAC Applications
u TD Snap
u TouchChat
u AVAZ
u LAMP Words For Life

Speech Generating Device 
Manufacturers
u PRC Saltillo
u Tobii Dynavox
u Ablenet
u Control Bionics
u Forbes Rehabilitation Services



Don’t limit access to 
the student’s robust 
communication system!
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